This paper is to employ liquid lens elements to design a lens with zoom function by using the genetic algorithm (GA) optimization. The liquid lens elements used in the proposal can apply voltage adjustment to generate the electrical field that induces the liquid with electric conductivity to vary the surface curvature between two different kinds of liquids. According to the voltage level, the liquid lens element makes the discrete variation of the curvature and thickness realize the zoom function without moving the lens groups so that the overall length can be reduced. However, it is difficult to design the zoom lens under the discrete variation of the curvature and thickness in the liquid lens elements and the mechanical space that is constantly limited. The GA offers a flexible way for lens optimization. We regarded the spot size as the fitness function to look for the optimum curvatures, thickness, and the corresponding statuses of liquid lens elements for the zoom lens. As a result, the zoom lens with constant space can be realized by running the selection, crossover, and mutation operation in the GA optimization.
Introduction
Mobile devices are very popular today. The camera function has been integrated as a basic demand in current mobile devices for taking an object's picture with constant distance. When an object needs to be enlarged or shrunk for different distances, the only one way the user can perform this is to take the lens close to or far away from the object. In some cases, the user cannot move close to the object, which results in that the image of the distant object cannot be enlarged at all. Thus, developing a lens with zoom function is attracting in the mobile device. Traditional zoom lens designs are based on smoothly moving lens groups by using analog mechanical camera control, which requires larger room space to adjust the position of the lens groups. Current digital camera applies this kind of method to employ three to six lens elements for zoom function implement.
However, mobile devices are usually required in a thin thickness. No more space is available for the lens elements moving for the zoom function implement. Therefore, it is a big challenge for designing a lens with zoom function in the mobile device, especially for no moving lens elements. Since the zoom lenses are to adjust their effective focal length (EFL) for various image sizes, some lens elements are developed to change their EFLs to design the zoom lens without lens elements moving. One of focus variation lens elements, called liquid crystal lens (LC lens) [1, 2] , has been developed to realize a zoom lens. This kind of lens element is to align the LC cells to compose the refractive index that is like graded index. Modifying the LC cells alignment would change the lens element optical power. However, the LC lens cannot allow the high optical flux to expose on the image plane because the light needs to be polarization-dependent in the LC cells.
Another focus variation lens element is the liquid lens element [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Many kinds of technologies were developed to implement the liquid lens elements such as using pressureinduced [4] , thermal effect [5] , dielectrophoresis [6] , and electrowetting [7] . The liquid lens in [4] is to use two substrates to seal a thin elastic membrane on the outer surface of top aperture and seal on the inner surface of the bottom aperture. When one applies pressure to the outer membrane, the liquid would redistribute inside to result in swelling of the inner membrane for forming a planoconvex lens. The liquid lens in [5] applies the thermal effect on the liquid with thermal sensitivity to change the surface curvature. With the dielectrophoretic effect [6] , the generated dielectric force pushes the liquid into its neighboring hole to make the curvature difference by tuning a voltage. The liquid lens by using electrowetting [7] uses two different kinds of liquids. One liquid is conductive and the other is nonconductive. When one tunes the voltage to change the electrical field, the liquid with conductive property would be induced to change the surface curvature between two different kinds of liquids. The electrowetting liquid lens can support the EFL from 5 mm to infinity. Its tuning duration can be limited within 5 ms. We apply this kind of liquid lens to design a zoom lens for mobile device.
There are many applications by using electrowetting liquid lens [8] [9] [10] . Two different kinds of structures with liquid lens elements have been presented to miniature the lens for laparoscopy [8] . Since the optical power of liquid lens is not large enough, Fang et al. [9] employed two liquid lenses with moving some lens elements to realize a zoom lens for nine segment focuses. However, the goal of using liquid lens is to realize a zoom lens without moving any lens elements. In order to increase the optical power, the proposal employs four liquid lenses. These liquid lenses are used to change the image zoom as well as compensating the image quality. Based on the Cooke Triple Lens, we modify the structure with four liquid lens elements to implement a zoom lens without moving any lens elements. However, it is very difficult to find out the appropriate parameters such as curvature and thickness for a lens, especially for zoom lens design with discrete parameters. Although the common commercial optical software provides some optimum methods like damping least square (DLS) [11, 12] to find out the great parameters as much as possible, the optimized process requires the domain of function to be continuous rather than the discrete state. Recently, another great optimum method with global optimization called genetic algorithm (GA) is applied for some applications [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , which can find the solution with discrete state.
The proposal only employed the liquid elements to achieve the zoom function without moving any lens group. There are 29 statuses of each liquid element to be referred to design the zoom lens. The designer is unable to find the optimal statuses of liquid elements by using the optimal function (including the built-in GA) of commercial optical software. In this paper, we regard the status of liquid element as the gens of the GA to look for the optimal status. The GA was written in the macro to find the best status and other optimal parameters of the proposed lens. By running the functions selection, crossover, and mutation, the GA is used to optimize the zoom lens for using in mobile device. As expected, a lens with 1.4x zoom ratio can be implemented without moving any lens elements. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 an initial layout is built by using the commercial software. Section 3 represents the process of GA and its role of optimization in lens design. The paper shows the simulation results and discusses them in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Initial Layout
The liquid lens element used in the proposal is the ARCTIC 416 [19] that is electrowetting liquid lens, as shown in Figure 1 (a). It consists of two different kinds of liquids and two solid glasses. The refractive indices of the glass materials are shown in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the refractive indices of two Advances in Materials Science and Engineering kinds of liquids for various wavelengths. When the voltage is adjusted to induce the electric filed for one kind of liquids, the surface curvature between the two liquids would be changed in the liquid lens element. Table 3 Most lenses in mobile device are designed by applying the Cooke triplet structure for miniaturizing the space. Based on the same structure, the liquid lens elements are inserted among lens elements to realize the zoom lens through varying the curvature between two kinds of liquids. Two liquid lens groups are employed to implement the functions focus and image quality compensating. However, the refractive index difference between two liquids is small, which results in less optical power that can be manipulated to facilitate the design of zoom function. By placing additional lens elements, the requirement of optical power can be alleviated in using electrowetting liquid lens. Two liquid lens groups are, respectively, placed into the two spaces between lens elements of Cooke triplet structure, as shown in Figure 2 . The initial layout is regarded as the structure that runs the optimization for finding out the best parameters. The common commercial optical software is to apply the DLS to optimize the lens system. However, the optimized result almost depends on the initial parameters so that the results easily fall into the local optimization. Moreover, we must follow the specification of liquid lens element shown in Table 3 . It is difficult to optimize the image quality according to the data of Table 3 . Instead, we create a macro with the GA optimization to design the zoom lens with liquid lens elements.
Zoom Lens Design with Liquid Lens Based on Genetic Algorithm
In the optical system design, the designer is responsible for searching the parameters that make the outcome meet the specification requirement. This is similar to the creatures that have to explore some ways to accommodate their living circumstance; that is, the creature/lens would accommodate to/meet the growing circumstance/specification requirement as much as possible. The specification of lens in the GA is equivalent to the accommodating living circumstance for the creatures. In general, there are many individuals of the same kind of creature in the environment. The population size is usually related to the accommodating evolution generation. Let the population size be pop size for the same kind of creature/lens. The pop size same kind of creatures/lenses would compete with one another. The better one would gain more probability to propagate its great genes into the next generation offspring. By using a GA object function, the competences of all individuals of the same kind of creatures/lenses are evaluated to judge the ability of propagation. The value calculated from the object function is usually toward zero to represent the lens approaching all the specification requirements. Our target is to search the parameters that are satisfied for a zoom lens with liquid lens elements. The object function involves the values about the multiple EFLs and image quality; that is,
where is the number of zoom segments. The EFL is the EFL for the specification, that is, 5 mm and 7 mm. The EFL GA is the EFL value evaluated from the GA lens individual. The SPO is root mean square (rms) spot diameter at the field and the zoom segment . and are the weighting, whose defaults are 1. The weighting can be increased to emphasize some terms in (1) . The weightings and in the proposal are 100 and 1, respectively.
The curvatures and thickness on each lens element are regarded as the genes used to optimize the zoom lens. These genes are randomly produced to build a lens structure when starting running GA. There are pop size (population size) lens structures randomly built by using the same procedure in the first generation. The optical software is applied to calculate the spot diameter and EFL for all the lens structures. According to (1) , the object value is obtained to evaluate how fit the lens structure meets specification requirement (i.e., meet EFLs 5 mm and 7 mm and small spot diameter). These object values from all the lens structures are used to perform the operation crossover. We need to select at least two groups of genes of lens structure to run the operation crossover. Among the selection methods, the roulette wheel [13] is widely applied to determine which lens structures would be as the parents when running the crossover. It is to allocate the area of roulette wheel based on how fit the lens structure meets specification requirement. The more fit degree the lens structure is, the more area of roulette wheel the lens structure is. Each lens structure is assigned a piece of area in the roulette wheel according to its fitness. We randomly assign a point in the roulette wheel whose area of location corresponds to one of lens structures. The corresponding lens structure is determined to be one of the parents. The same procedure is also used to determine the other parent to implement operation crossover. However, the definition of object value is inversely scalar to the size of the piece of area in the roulette wheel. Therefore, an appropriate function called fitness function is transformed from the object function to evaluate the fit degree; that is,
where the max{ } and min{ } are the functions about the maximum and minimum object values among the pop size lens structures, respectively. The roulette wheel uses the fitness values and probability concept to allocate the area of each lens individual. The probability area of each lens individual in roulette wheel is defined as
According to (3), the lens individual can obtain its area probability. The summation area probability of all lens individuals is 1. The cumulative distribution probability (CDP) on each lens individual can be derived from
Using the CDP on (4a) and (4b), a random number ranged from 0 to 1 is generated to perform the operation selection. The th lens individual is regarded as one of the parents of the crossover operation if ( −1) < ≦ ( ). The same procedure is also applied to the other parent to run the selection. Let two parents be gene sequences = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) and = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ). Their offspring is presented as = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ). There are many ways to implement the operation crossover. Which method is used depends on the property of gene parameters. The curvature of liquid lens between two liquids is according to Table 3 that shows 29 statuses. The gene for liquid lens element would be one of 29 statuses. We use the random crossover to determine which status is propagated to the next generation. The random crossover first is to choose a number between 0 and 1. This number is often set as 0.5. The next step is to produce another random number ranged from 0 to 1. Two genes from two different parents are exchanged if > 0.5. Figure 3 shows the random numbers on genes 2, 3, and − 1 are larger than 0.5 so that these genes are exchanged from two parents.
The offspring gene for the liquid element status can be determined by using the random crossover. However, the other genes such as curvature and thickness are not suitable for using the random crossover because these genes would be mixed from the two parents. Thus, another crossover operation is defined for the curvature and thickness; that is,
Advances in Materials Science and Engineering where is a random number between 0 and 1. The proposal applies the random crossover for determining the status of liquid lens element and uses (5) for deriving the curvature and thickness of standard lens element. The operations selection and crossover provide a good way to propagate the better genes into next generation. However, the creatures are probably to explore their best for living in the nature environment. During the evolution process, not only the better genes propagate to next generation but also the creatures might try to modify their genes to meet the environment circumstance more. Another way to obtain the better genes is to employ the mutation process. We define a mutation rate, , that is a number between 0 and 1. A random number is generated from 0 to 1. The mutation operation is implemented for the corresponding genes when the random number is less than . There are two kinds of mutation process used in the proposal. One is used to randomly select the curvature status of liquid lens element. The mutation for such discrete process is defined as = ± mod (random integer number, Δ + 1) ,
where Δ is a constrained value to avoid divergence. The mod( ) is a module function; for example, mod(5, 3) = 2. The other mutation process for the curvature and thickness is defined as
where Δ is also a constrained value. The is a random number between 0 and 1. Using the selection, crossover, and mutation, the GA is written as macro in an optical software to optimize a zoom lens with liquid lens elements. Figure 4 shows the flow chart of GA.
Simulation Results and Discussions
During the GA optimization, although we can obtain the better genes based on the larger population size, another way to gain the better genes is the evolution with high mutation rate. It is probably difficult, however, to converge in lower object value for high mutation rate. The suggestion is to use larger population size for the GA optimization. Although it must spend longer time, the final result is usually better than that of the optimization with high mutation rate. In general, the lenses from the initial genes are unable to meet the specification requirement so that the contemporary parent lenses have to reproduce the offspring lenses. Two parent lenses are selected from the roulette wheel method to mix their genes with curvature and thickness for running the operation crossover.
After the crossover, the operation mutation offers an opportunity to modify the genes values out of that of their parents. In general, the mutation rate is set lower than 0.2 with large population size. The operations selection, crossover, and mutation are applied to create the offspring lenses. The crossover rate is set to 0.8 in this paper; that is, when the population size is 2000, the amount of the offspring is 1600. The best 20% of individual lenses are kept to the next generation because they have better genes to support their longer life than others. The contemporary population size still keeps 2000 for the next generation. All operations are running until meeting the specification.
Four liquid lens elements were applied to design a zoom lens used in mobile devices. According to Table 3 , the thicknesses of two liquids and the surface curvature between two kinds of liquids are related to the voltage. The proposed lens design must satisfy one of 29 discrete statuses of liquid element. As the curvature changed, the thicknesses of both liquids must also be modified to make the optimization more difficult for commercial software because it does not support the discrete optimization. Therefore, these three parameters cannot be set as variables when running optimization in the common commercial optical software. Instead, the GA was used to optimize the lens design. The thicknesses of Glass 1 and Glass 2 shown in Figure 1(a) and the other parameters in the three lens elements were also optimized by using the GA. However, the proposal was to modify the liquid lens 6 Advances in Materials Science and Engineering elements for implementing the zoom function. Table 3 shows one liquid lens element has 29 structures so that using four liquid lens elements has 29 4 combination structures. Only two of 29 4 combination structures were selected for the EFLs 5 mm and 7 mm.
The GA optimization found that the better structure for EFL 5 mm was the liquid lens elements with voltages 41, 37, 60, and 59 for four liquid elements, respectively. When the voltages were tuned to 57 volts, 51 volts, 32 volts, and 37 volts for four liquid lens elements, a better result was obtained for EFL 7 mm structure. Table 4 lists the corresponding factors after the GA optimization. Although the GA optimization is a global optimization algorithm, it is very efficient for using damped leased squares to optimize the aspherical coefficient. Therefore, we use the commercial software to find the proper aspherical coefficient after the GA optimization. The aspherical surface is used in the surface 26. Table 5 shows its parameters. Except for the thicknesses of two liquids and the surface curvature between two kinds of liquids, all the thicknesses and curvatures of the proposed zoom lens were constant. The thickness of the two liquids is also constant, which results in the thickness of overall length for the proposed zoom lens being constant. Therefore, a zoom lens applying the liquid lens elements with constant overall length is demonstrated in the proposal by using the GA optimization. Figure 5 shows the lens structures for EFLs 5 mm and 7 mm. The numbers are set to 3. modulation transfer function (MTF) is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows the filed curvature. Figure 8 shows the spot diagram. It is worth mentioning that the EFL of proposed zoom lens is tuned by liquid elements without moving any lens elements. When people want to shoot an object with different image size by using a camera with constant EFL, moving the camera close to or far away from the object is the most obvious choice. Moving lens groups is more flexible than using focusvariable elements for implementing zoom function. That is why the conventional zoom lens is realized by moving the lens groups. In [9] , the focus and compensating processes can receive the assistance from moving the lens group. The difficulty of the proposal is that the zoom function is only implemented by four liquid elements. Not any lens groups are moved to assist zoom function implementation. Moreover, the lens design must satisfy one of 29 discrete statuses of liquid element. As the curvature changed, the thicknesses of both liquids must also be modified to make the optimization more difficult for commercial software. The other issue is the optical power limited by liquid lens elements because their refractive indices difference between two liquids is small, which results in inability to vary the entire EFL too much. These issues result a zoom lens with liquid lens element is hard to implement under no lens groups moving. Therefore, the field of view of the zoom lens is lower than that of [9] . And the system needs an aspheric surface to enhance image quality. Writing the GA in macro provides a flexible way to search the status of liquid element to make the optimization for zoom lens without any lens groups moving. Adding additional lens elements and liquid lens elements is also one of solutions to promote the zoom ratio. However, the better way is to replace the liquid lens element by another focusvariable element with high optical power. The future work will look for the focus-variable element with high optical power to not only improve the zoom ratio but also reduce using the additional lens elements to shorten the overall length through developing the GA optimization.
Conclusions
This paper is to apply the liquid lenses to design a zoom lens used in mobile devices. There are 29 discrete curvature variation statuses for liquid lens element, which result in that the common commercial software cannot offer an optimization on the liquid lens element. An optimization called GA is applied to the proposal to search the lens parameters. The proposal employed four liquid elements to design a lens with 1.4 zoom ratio and 24 mm overall length. Under the numbers 3.2 and 4.0, a zoom lens with liquid lens elements is designed for EFLs 5 mm and 7 mm without moving any lens element. Although it seems difficult to be used in usual mobile devices, the proposal is still to completely achieve a zoom lens design without moving any lens groups, which is very important for mobile devices. Since the zoom ratio and overall length are related to the optical power, the optical power of liquid element used is so small that additional liquid elements need to be put together to increase the optical power for enhancing focus and compensation. When the liquid element with high optical power is developed, the proposal can only employ two liquid elements to achieve the lens with high zoom ratio, which would also shorten the overall length of the lens to meet the requirement for mobile devices.
